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AS CHECKUP WENT TO PRESS, ALL SIGNS
POINTED TO A CLOSING DATE OF NOV. 20 FOR

Liebhaber, COO ofLVHN.

THE MERGER OF MUHLENBERG HOSPITAL

• Ron Macaulay, formerly CFO at MHC,
has been named senior vice president of

Center (MHC) and Lehigh Valley Hospital (LVH) under

business development for LVHN. This is

the umbrella of Lehigh Valley Health Network.

a new position with responsibilities for

"Health care in the Lehigh Valley enters a new era with

new or enhanced programs and services

this milestone," said Elliot]. Sussman, M.D., president

throughout the network and at the

and CEO ofLVHN. "As a single organization, we are

MHC campus, outside of the

stronger and better able to care for our communities.

traditional hospital-based services.

We're better together."

Examples are the assisted living

"I'm pleased and proud of this new health care institution," said William R. Mason, president and CEO of

facility atMHC dedicated earlier
this month, and various primary

MHC , who will continue as senior transition consultant

care satellites.

for the next several months. "It is truly the culmination of
a dream."

• Vmce Tallarico, formerly vice president at MHC, has

The new Lehigh Valley Health Network places key

been named vice president for LVHN, assisting Macaulay.
Interim reporting relationships to these and other

individuals from both organizations in key leadership

senior executives are being finalized and will be communi-

roles. "An immediate ben~fit of the merger is the ability

cated to individuals and through the weekly Merger
Update newsletter as decisions are made, Liebhaber said.
The final structure of merged deparunen~ will happen
over time, some more quickly than others, but all with

to capitalize on a wealth of talent, beginning at the
management level and then extending deep into both

organizations," Sussman said.
Among the changes that are effective today:

patient care director (center),
"talks shop" with Larry Jennings,
MHC materials management (right),
and Betty Brennan, LVH emergency

significant involvement from staff, he said.

• Stu Paxton has been named vice president of operations
for the MHC division and will have his office there. He

At press time, the merger transition team had identified
a process for integrating departments that generally

mixer for department heads.

will retain network responsibilities for consumables man-

includes the following steps: inventory programs, services

agement. Paxton was selected for this role because of his

and functions in four groups - administrative, support,

broad-based experience in both operations and finance,

hospital!clinical and subsidiary corporations; prioritize ser-

and his human relations skills, according to Lou

vices to be evaluated; and develop an integration plan.
Please turn to page2
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LVHN Honored for Commitment to Quality

ij~u ',at, !JnoUt.~!
LVHN's annual meeting

These included:

LVHN WON TOP INSTITUTION-

department at the Nov. 6 LVH-MHC

AL HONORS AND FIVE TEAM

"The Outstanding Achievement Award," present-

will be held Dec. 3.

AWARDS AT THE 1997 QUALITY

ed to the Trauma Protocol D evelopment Team

VALLEY U.S A (QVUSA) AWARDS

for the design and implementation of clinical

See page 8 for details.

celebration on Oct. 23., joining an elite
group of regional employers recognized by
QVUSA for their quality.
This is the first year LVHN participated
in the QVUSA program, which recognizes

QUALITY
VALLEY•USA

"Significant Progress" awards, won by the

lEII&H JAlllY PEIIIISYllliUI

area organizations that demonstrate contin-

management protocols for the consistent care
of critically injured patients.

Perinatal Partnership and Specialty Bed teams.
LVHN led the creation of the Perinatal

uous improvement of their operations and services

Partnership in 1991, a multi-agency effort that has helped

through the principles ofTotal Quality Management. The

to greatly improve the health of Allentown's low-income

criteria for awards are based on the Malcolm Baldridge

pregnant women and their babies.

National Quality Award. Wmners are entitled to display

The Specialty Bed Team saved LVHN $200,000

the QVUSA logo on their advertising, letterhead and

between 1995-1997, without compromising quality, by

business cards.

designing a plan for the use of costly beds that help

Especially noteworthy is that, in addition to LVHN

prevent skin breakdown in patients.

receiving top organizational honors, each LVH team that
took part in the extensive examination and review process

"Serious Crmzrnitment" awards, given to the Cardiac

earned an award.

Surgery Operations Improvement and Peripherally
Please turn to page2
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Some integration work groups have already been
formed, Liebhaber said, with representation from staff
at many levels from different sites. Among the principles that are guiding their work are: 1) keep it simple;
2) determine and choose best practice; 3) maintain
access to services; and 4) meet or exceed customer

should result, with expenses the same or lower than

possible. Implementation will take some time, he

were incurred as separate functions."

cautioned, but will be given high priority.

Of equal concern to all LVHN employees are

"As always, we are committed to open, rapid

issues of salaries and benefits, Liebhaber said, as iden-

communication on issues that are extremely

tified on numerous feedback forms, in departmental

important to all our LVHN employees," Liebhaber

meetings and through calls to 402 -CARE. The

said. "As decisions are made, you will know what

independent analysis of policies and benefits has been

they are and what impact they will have." •

expectations. "It's also important to keep in mind what

completed, and compensation comparisons are now
being conducted. Once analysis has been done in

we expect to achieve," he said."Economies of scale

these areas, decisions will be made as quickly as

by Mary Alice Czerwonka
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DEDICATED IN nNA'S MEMDRY-

LVH Child Care's (1-r) Sean Beatty, Kaylynn Mejias and Lucas Reinke take a book
break in the Children's Corner of the CC emergency department, created in
memory of Tina Hallman, ED registrar. Hallman was to give birth this month
but her life and that of her unborn child ended tragically in an auto accident in
May, as she was going home after work. The area, outfitted with kids' furniture,
toys, books and a TV/VCR, was dedicated last month. The admitting staff
collected donations and held a raffle to raise $3,000 for the items.
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LVH's Trauma Protocol Development Team scored the
"Outstanding Achievement Award," the highest team

Inserted Central Catheter (PICC) teams. The Cardiac

nationwide, 119 were honored. LVH joined other

honor, at the 1997 Quality Valley U.S.A. celebration, Oct. 23.

Surgery team introduced protocols, clinical pathways

distinguished institutions on the honor roll, includ-

Pictured below {left to right) are team members

and CareMaps as a framework for consistent care of

ing Johns Hopkins, Massachusetts General, the

Michael Pasquale, M.D., Kimberly Hunsicker, R.N.,

bypass patients, resulting in shorter lengths of stay,

Cleveland Clinic and the University of Michigan

improved outcomes and high patient satisfaction

Maria Barr, Pharm.D., Judy Schultz, James Cushman, M.D.,

Medical Center.

scores.
T he PICC team pione.ered the use of semi-

Mae Ann Fuss. R.N., Juliet Fischer, R.N., and
Judith Bailey, R.N.

by Rob Stevens

permanent catheters to administer medicine to
patients in their homes, resulting in fewer needle
sticks and infections, reduced hospital stays and
significant cost savings.
"These awards reflect our organization's commitment to providing health services of the highest value
to our community," said Elliot Sussman, M.D.,
President and CEO. "Clearly, LVHN continues to garner the recognition it so rightly deserves."
The care management systems staff spearheaded
LVHN's participation in the QVUSA application and
review process.
Organizations also receiving QVUSA awards this
year included: Binney & Smith Inc., C.F Martin
Guitar and Company, Community Services for
Children Inc., Easton Hospital, Emmaus Bakery,
C.K Hobbie Inc., Good Shepherd Long-Term Care
Facility Inc., Kraft Foods Inc., Mack Trucks Inc.,
Tenneco Packaging-Trexlertown and Vocational
Industrial Clubs of America.

TRAUMA TEAM MEMBERS
(see photo above)

Apparently good fortune does come in threes,
Sussman noted. Early in October, LVH was the only
hospital in the region visited by German health care
experts on a mission titled "In Search of Excellence in
U.S. Hospitals and U .S. Health Care Business." T he
group also toured Cedars-Mt. Sinai and the U.C.L.A
Medical Center in Los Angeles, and N.YU. Medical
Center and Mount Sinai Medical Center in New York.
"At the conclusion of their tour, we were informed
that the group felt, of all the hospitals they visited
during their entire week in the U.S., LVH was the
most impressive they had seen," Sussman added.
The organization was also recently named a 1997
Quality Leader by National Research Corporation
(NRC). NRC polls U.S. households each year to
determine the hospitals most preferred for overall
health services by consumers. Of the 5,500 hospitals

PERINATAL PARTNERSHIPTEAM MEMBERS
Dhalma Moya
Lisa! Espinal
Stephanie Jay
Damarie Lugo
Dale Breyfogle
Angel Melendez
Joan Pirog
Joan Linnander
Margarita Yerk
James Balducci, M.D.
Karen Eschenbach
PICC TEAM MEMBERS
Charlotte Buckenmyer, R.N.
Mari Driscoll, R.N.
Renee Cury, R.N.
Vera Deacon. R.N.
Ok Yoon, R.N.

CARDIAC SURGERY OPERATIONS
IMPROVEMENT TEAM MEMBERS
Theodore Phillips, M.D.
D. Lynn Morris, M.D.
John Galgon, M.D.
Terry Ann Capuano, R.N.
Elizabeth Karoly, R.R.T.
Mary Gallagher-Saba. R.N.
Cynthia Meeker, R.N.
Kathleen Sullivan, R.N.
Michelle Saladyga, R.N.
Audrey Lichtenwalner. R.N.
Ronald Horvat. C.R.N.A.
Theodore Mcloughlin, M.D.
Antonio Panebianco, M.D.
David Gordon, M.D.
Bryan Kluck, D.O.
Jonathon Hertz, M.D.
Susan Stoudt. R.N.
Ruth Safi-Litz, R.N.
Kenton Clay, R.R.T.
Sharnay Cederberg, R.N.
Marlene Mayza, R.N.

THE SPECIALTY BEDTEAMMEMBERS
Carol Balcavage, R.N.
Sue DeSanto, R.N.
Mary Kinneman, R.N.
Robert Laskowski, M.D.
Mary Agnes Fox, R.N.
Tracy Turner, R.N.
Jon Brndjar, M.O.
Jeanine Delucca, R.N.
Sue Gross, R.N.
Roberta Hower, R.N.
Kathleen Sullivan, R.N.
Doug Helfrich

CheckUp this month

LVH Studies
Effects of
Radiation on
Regrowth of
Heart Lesions

Hoover Receives Endowed
Anderson Chair ofSurgery
PATIENT CARE THROUGHOUT TilE
LEHIGH VALLEY AND BEYOND WILL
BENEFIT FROM EXTENDED EDUCATION
and new clinical research made possible by a $1.5
million gift to Lehigh Valley Hospital's department
of surgery.
Herbert Hoover, M.D., chairman ofLVH's
department of surgery, has been named the first

CAN RADIATION SLOW THE REGROWTH
OF BLOCKAGES IN THE HEART'S ARTERIES,
POSSIBLY PREVENTING HEART ATDJ.CKS?
LVH physicians are hoping their role in a national
clinical research study will help answer this question.
LVH is one of 12 U.S. hospitals-the only one in

recipient of the Lehigh Valley's third endowed chair.
The Anne C. and Carl R. Anderson Chair of Surgery
- a permanent fund -was given by Anne Anderson
of Allentown.
"There are few patients that need to travel outside
of the valley to receive care that meet the standards of

Pennsylvania-that will soon be treating sections of
some patients' cardiac arteries with low-dose radia-

any of the top hospitals in the nation," said Hoover,
who also is a professor of medicine at Penn State

tion, after re-opening obstructions that form where

Medical Center, Hershey. "This endowment will

wire stents were inserted to maintain blood flow.

help keep us on the leading edge of patient care,
education and research."

Stents are small mesh tubes used to permanently
hold open blockages that were flattened against the

He noted that federal government funding for

artery wall using a balloon catheter. About one-half

both education and r esearch are becoming increas-

appointment to the Anne C. and
Carl R. Anderson Chair of Surgery
will be recognized at this year's
annual meeting and dinner on Dec.3.

million people in the U.S. undergo balloon angio-

ingly scare. "This contribution will help us find

plasties each year to clear their cardiac arteries of

innovative ways to train residents and studentS and to

a netw<;>rk of tertiary services in all major surgical

obstructions.

provide start-up funding for promising clinical
research," Hoover said.

areas, including developing a regional trauma

According to Bryan Kluck, D .O., LVH cardiologist and co-principal investigator for the hospital,

Endowed chairs, usually associated with a univer-

including working with PennCARE partners to create

program; opening a Biological Therapy Center,
which will provide immunotherapy for colon cancer;

the investigational study will determine the safety

sity, are rare in community hospitals. The annual

and introducing minimally-invasive general, colon,

and effectiveness of radiation in delaying or prevent-

proceeds provide the chair holder with an opportuni-

rectal and open heart surgical procedures with

ing the recurrence of blockages at the stent site.

ty to focus on teaching and research in addition to

excellent results. In addition, the general, colon and

clinical activities. "When citizens are willing to make

rectal and surgical critical care residencies recently

the hospital within six months of stent placement for

this kind of investment of money, as well as faith, it

the removal of lesions that form at the stent site,"
Kluck said. These obstructions result from the body
trying to repair the tiny cracks in the artery lining

sends an important message that Lehigh Valley
Hospital is doing a good job," Hoover said.
Under Hoover's leadership, the department of

were granted full reaccreditation and the urology
division was named the 27th best in the country by
U.S. News and World Report. •

caused by balloon dilation and stent insertion, he

surgery has undertaken a number of initiatives

"Generally, about 20 percent of patients return to

by Pamela Mauri?/'"

added. "Hopefully, treating the site with radiation

will retard the natural healing response in the artery,
which tends to cause tissue overgrowth and restrict
adequate blood flow in many patients."
LVH cardiologists will recruit up to 30 patients
for the trial, which is scheduled to last six months
and involve three years of follow up of participants.

Moms~to~he

Praise

Center for Women's Health

The study will use a double-blind strategy so neither
the patient nor the physician lmows if radiation or a
placebo is used.
Clinton Leinweber, D.O., LVH radiation oncologist and co-principal investigator, explains the use
of radioactive material in the study.
"After the lesion is re-opened at the stent site, a
tiny ribbon containing several radioactive 'seeds' is
guided through a catheter to the stent, left there for
about 15 minutes and then removed."
According to Leinweber, computer planning will
determine the ideal radiation dose for the procedure
and ensure that only the targeted area of the artery is
exposed to the radioactive material.
LVH operates the third largest heart program in
Pennsylvania. Its cardiologists use balloon angioplasties and innovative techniques like stents, atherectomy and rotoblator to improve blood flow through
the heart arteries of nearly 1,500 patients per year.

In 1996, cardiac surgeons completed 1,000 cases of
open heart surgery at LVH, which also pioneers new
operative techniques designed to improve patient
recovery and reduce hospital stays. •
by Rob Stevens

Friendly. Compassionate. Understanding.

LVHN is one of 16 providers who won an award,

This is how pregnant women have described the

based strictly on patient feedback.

staff at the LVHN's Center for Women's Medicine,
and it's exactly why the center won an award from the
state Department of Health in October.
The Department of Health presented the award to
LVH for helping to make the statewide Love 'em with

a Checkup program a success. Through a media campaign, the program encourages pregnant women to
call a toll-free number for health care. If they don't
have the money, the checkups can be free, the ads tell
them.
"These women are feeling frustrated about their
situations, and when they call Lehigh Valley Hospital,
nobody gives them a hard time," said Love 'em with a
Checkup program assistant Diane Berger. "Everybody
I've talked to has said the people at Lehigh Valley
Hospital are so nice and understanding. I've never
heard anybody say that LVH wasn't able to help
them."
Love 'em with a Checkup refers hotline callers to one
of "several thousand" providers throughout the state,
said health department spokeswoman Karen Gray.

"I think the most gratifying thing is that it's totally
directed by what patients say," said Stephen Klasko,
M.D., chair of ob-gyn. "I think many of these women
were literally scared that we wouldn't treat them well
and found instead that we understand them."
Many local patients who call the hotline enroll in
the Perinatal Partnership. Through the partnership,
outreach workers from the Allentown community
translate for bilingual patients, enroll them in subsidized nutrition programs, help them apply for medical
assistance and encourage them to follow up with pediatric care after their pregnancies.
"LVH is so willing to see people without a medical
card in hand or money upfront," Berger said. "A lot of
providers will not schedule an appointment without
proof of insurance or payment upfront. I've been in
social services for 10 years, and I've seen the system
work against people. Anytime a provider is willing to
help, that's wonderful. We just love Lehigh Valley
Hospital." •
by Pamela Mauri?Y
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Issues &Initiatives is a series of activities providing employees information
about current health care issues at Lehigh Valley Health Network.
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make these claims; many are seeing dramatic

benefits. Some prescription co-pays will also

RECENTLY LAID OFF 1,200 EMPLOYEES

declines in their admissions and occupancy. As

increase to offset these costs, especially the brand

AND WILL SOON CLOSE A REHAB HOSPI-

managed care continues to steadily increase its hold

name items. We can't pass on benefits costs to our

tal in Philadelphia, laying off an additional 500 peo-

on the Lehigh Valley, the demand for hospital beds

customers as we did in the past, or they will go

ple. This is the same system that was hungrily buying

elsewhere for their health care.

up hospitals and doctors' offices throughout

will keep falling.
Our financial results in the first quarter of this

Pennsylvania over the past few years, and now it can't

fiscal year were positive, as you see below in the

Shared Success Plan, our Press, Ganey score

make ends meet. These drastic measures will affect

Shared Success Plan gauge (page 5). Our expense

(beiuw) for "Likelihood of recommending LVH,"

not only its staff, but certainly also patients, physi-

per adjusted admission, $8,753, fell just below the

slipped in September, for the second consecutive

cians and its many communities.

minimum goal, showing our progress in reducing

month. However, our average for the first quarter

costs for providing inpatient care.

of the fiscal year is a very respectable 90.2, just

THE ALLEGHENY HEALTH SYSTEM

The Hospital of the University of Pennsylvania is

The patient satisfaction component in the

one-half point below the plan's maximum goal.

also predicting a $78 million loss from operations this

The key to our long-term success lies in remain-

fiscal year, another wake-up call to a highly respected

ing cost competitive, as managed care contracts are

Though we're still above the target in the Success

institution. This forecast w!ll undoubtedly also result

almost always based on price. At LVHN, that calls

Sharing Plan, the last two months' results under-

in staff reductions. The winds of change howling

for redoubling our operations improvements efforts

score the need to always focus on meeting or

through the health care world today are relendess and

and looking for opportunities during our daily
activities at work

exceeding our patients' expectations, whether we
have direct contact with them or not.

without pity.
And don't expect them to subside soon. We're not

We'll continue to see strategies and affiliations

We can't continue being the high-priced

witnessing a quickly moving storm, like a tornado,

provider. This requires constant scrutiny of "the

change as health providers attempt to position

which is mighty but short-lived. The health care

old way," and changing our old habits.

themselves for the future. The LVH-Muhlenberg
Hospital Center merger finalized this week is a

landscape is being hit with sustained hurricane-force

Look at our health and dental benefits as an

gales. We have to learn to adapt to change, to "plant

example. If we continue on our current path, the

win-win arrangement for both organizations and

our crops in 60-mile-an-hour winds," or we won't

costs for these benefits will be $1.2 million over

their communities. Each component is financially

survive.

what was projected, which directly impacts our bot-

healthy and well respected in its service area.

tom line. We have to increase premiums for the

The partnership will add stability to the regional

better and focusing on patient care, something

Valley Preferred option and the dental plan next

health care landscape, which continues to be

Allegheny and Penn seem to be struggling with

year, because of our steadily rising costs for these

unsettled as the storm of change rages on. •

What it really boils down to is managing our costs

right now. Well, the challenge is getting harder for
all hospitals.
The Federal Government has chosen to cut back
Medicare payments to reduce its spending. To
LVHN, this means $15 million less revenue from
patient care over the next three years, a hefty sum
that will come from the network's bottom line. This

LVH'S SUCCESS SHARING PLAN
PRESS, GANEY PROGRESS: "Likelihood of recommending hospital"

means we must work more efficiently today and plan
more effectively for tomorrow.
So far, it seems like we're on the right track. We
saw 200 more admissions in the first three months of
this fiscal year than during the same time frame last
year, reflecting the continued benefit ofPennCARE's
Aetna/U.S. Healthcare contract.
While July and August showed disappointing
financial results, we rebounded in September and

_ 711· 811 _ 8/1-9/1 _9/1-10/1 _

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

October. With 30 fewer beds this year, our occupancy
is nearly identical to FY97: 79 percent so far this year
compared to 82 percent last year.
Most of the other hospitals in our region can't

0
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(Scores reported on 2-month delay)

CheckUpthir month

Sign

up for

1998 Health &
Dental Benefits
by Dec. 8
IT'S NOVEMBER, AND THAT MEANS
CHILLY TEMPS, GETTING READY FOR
THE HOLIDAYS ...AND OPEN ENROLLment for health and dental benefits. Employees who
want to register for coverage through LVHN in

one-month supply and increase to $20 for 90 days

.:•• HAVE A QUESTION ABOUT
OPEN ENROLLMENT?

of generic maintenance drugs. Employees will pay
$15 for a 30-day supply of brand name drugs, if a
generic equivalent is available. Brand name

HR benefits counselors and a representative

maintenance medications increase to $30 per

from Spectrum Administrators will be available

prescription, if a generic drug is available.

to answer your questions :

7-10 a.m. -

11 a.m.-2 p.m. -

The average brand name medication costs the
health plan nearly three times as much as the

4-6 p.m.

generic," Strawn noted. "Employees should keep

Monday, NOV. 24: CC-outside the cafeteria
Tuesday, NOV. 25: 17-

that in mind when their doctor writes a prescrip-

in the main lobby

tion, and ask him or her to approve a generic drug
if it's available."

1998 have until Dec. 8 to send in their completed
open enrollment forms, which were mailed to all

carefully review the Eligibility and Payroll

employees' homes early this week.

Deductions sheet in their enrollment packet for

Read your enrollment packet carefully, as several
changes in the plans will take place as ofJan. 1,
1998, says Keith Strawn, director, compensation
and benefits. If you didn't receive your packet, or
have a question about its contents, call your human
resources benefits counselor, Gerrianne Keiser,
ext. 8839, or Maryjane Zanders, ext. 1230.

Staffs dental premiums will rise in 1998 in
order to adequately pay for this benefit. "During
last year's work force expense reduction process,

details.

LVHN committed to fully fund this program

Like most American businesses, it's costing

through enrollee premiums," Strawn explained.

LVHN more than ever to provide medical and den-

"Our costs are now running much higher than our

tal benefits to its employees. Last year, the network

premiums, so we must increase the employee's

paid $16 million for health care coverage for its

contribution to balance out." Due to the rising

employees, which directly impacts the network's

costs, other options for coverage in 1999 are being
explored, Strawn said.

bottom line. "If we don't make changes next year,

"The network is pleased to be able to offer our
staff one of the most comprehensive benefits packages in the region, and we cover more benefits costs
than any other health care provider that we know
of," Strawn said.

our costs will be $1.2 million over what we

To accommodate staffs increased costs, the

projected, which is far out of line with costs in the

maximum allowable pretax withholding for flexible

industry," Strawn noted.

health care spending accounts (FSA) will increase

He says that next year's coverage and the admin-

to $3,000 per year. The FSA forms are included in

istration of the plan will differ from this year's and

LVHN will again offer the Choice Plus option at
no cost to full-time staff and will pay 65 percent of
the premium for part-timers, Strawn said. "This is a
generous contribution, considering that some area
hospitals don't even permit part-timers to buy health
insurance from them."

the enrollment packet.

help the network keep these benefits expenses

"These are some of the most important deci-

under better control. But that means increases to

sions employees will make about their health and

employees' out-of-pocket costs, which is a current

dental benefits for next year," Strawn said. "It's in

regional trend.

everyone's best interest to take the time to thor-

"Staff should carefully weigh the benefits and

oughly review this information before completing

costs of each option before signing their enrollment

"We must raise employees' contributions for the
Valley Preferred option, because of the high costs of
offering a plan that features· unrestricted choice of
providers," Strawn added. Staff is encouraged to

the enrollment forms." •

forms," Strawn advised. In addition, the dental plan
will require higher premiums next year, he noted.

by Rob Stevens

Co-pays for some prescriptions will also change.
Generic medications will remain at $10 for a
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PATIENT SERVICES EXPENSE/ADJUSTED ADMISSION:

FY98 SSP MINIMUM GOAL: $8,810
LEHIGH VALLEY HEALTH NETWORK'S
MISSION FOCUSES ON TREATING
PATIENTS AND MEETING ALL THE

c.,:,
2

community's health needs -whether educating about

• Office of Community Health increased by
$91,000 to $500,000.

AIDS, providing free flu shots or helping somebody

• Patient education increased by $19,000 to $161,000.

who doesn't have medical insurance.

$8,000

As a result, in fiscal year 1997 (ending June 30,
1997), LVHN provided $22.3 million worth of
community services.
However, the total is down $1.6 million from
FY96 because the hospital reduced Medicare costs by
almost $6.5 million. The reduction was possible
through continued efficiencies in business operations,
thus allowing increased contributions to other
community services.

$7,500

Here are some areas where contributions
increased:
• Medical assistance increased by $2.9 million
to $4.9 million.

>

0

cc:
a..

$8,500

:E

"Lehigh Valley Hospital is, in many ways, the
heart of the community," said Elliot Sussman, M.D.,
president and CEO. "We owe it to our neighbors
to help improve their well-being by developing
community partnerships and operating as efficiently
as possible."

As part of its mission, LVHN participates in
community partnerships such as the ALERT
Partnership for a Drug-Free Valley, the Coalition for
a Smoke-Free Valley, Communities in Schools and

(Progress reported quarterly)

NOVEMBER 20, 1997

the Perinatal Partnership. Staff members administer
free flu shots, mammograms and Pap and HIV tests.
Physicians and employees donate their time leading
support groups, teaching, working in clinics and

• Uncompensated care increased by $513,000
to $3 .3 million.

speaking to public groups.

• Clinical subsidies increased by $500,000 to
about $1 million.

said, "we continue to help provide our neighbors with

• Medical education increased by $500,000 to
$6.6 million.

happier, healthier lives." •

• Nursing education increased by $500,000 to
$2 million.
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• Materials to promote health-related activities
increased by $122,000 to $138,000.

"Through our community commitment," Sussman
the education, resources and support they need to lead

by Pamela Maurer
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Star Celeb ation Award Winners Portray PRIDE
PRIDE is more than a green an blue piece of paper
about privacy, respect. involvement. dignity and empathy

Most Creative Reward & Recognition Program Award

Service Star Award

This award recognizes the department that developed

This recognizes the employee who consistently
demonstrates exceptional customer service.

says Lou Liebhaber, COO.

CHELL MILLER, ob-gyn

It's a feeling. lfs about passion for your job. It's about

Susan Eckhart, keeps

L.P.N., has been a dedicated

team work alive on

employee ofLVH for more

5B with its unique

than 24 years, said VIncent

answer the telephone; here's how you treat people; u

ideas for encourage-

Lucente, M.D., chief of

Liebhaber said. "Peop e who walk down the hall,

ment, said Lois

gynecology.

truly
"We can't take RIDE and say, Here's how you

The Star Celebr tion award winners are perfect
examples of peop e who DO get it, he said. On Oct 3,
Lehigh Valley H spital recognized more than 600 employees

"I have observed Chell

Zellner, director of

see somebody else and ignore them just don't get it u

listening intently to our

5B/5C. Two examples are the Caring Colleague Awards and festivities

patients, understanding their concerns with sensitivi-

during Nurses' Week.

ty and empathy and responding with not only a

he committee rewards one to three colleagues

sense of PRIDE, but with true personal and profes-

eacl::i quarter. The recipients receive a "5B Caring

sional fulfillment," he said. "Her sense for patient

Colleague" pin and a monetary award. During

privacy is uncanny, ranging from constantly closing

Nurses' Week, the committee picks names from a

doors and pulling screens, to gently ushering me and

of the iceberg of what lies below the surface of LVH. and it's

hat each day and the person who wins is able to

my patients to a more private area to talk."

important to recognize this more than once a year," he said.

choose from several prizes.

for their contr)butions to patients and the organization.
'The Sta! Celebration award recipients are just the tip

Most Commendations from Patients Award
"Every day, we owe it to one another to pat each other on
the back for the contributions we make."
Last month. Issues & Initiatives featured "Walking on
Water" award recipients Damarie Lugo and Shehnaz Hirji.
Now, here are the rest of the award recipients for 1997:

The George Guldin Education Memorial Award

This award recognizes the employee who exhibits
exceptional contributions toward implementation of
a new or more effective
work practice or process.

KELLY FARRELL,
a respiratory therapist, began
as a respiratory aide in 1991.
She is now working toward
her nursing degree.
Senior secretary of respiratory therapy Charlotte Kranyecz called her
"impressive, personable and ambitious." Fellow
respiratory therapist Kenton Clay said Farrell is
proficient in all specialties of respiratory care and is
always willing to help a colleague.

Physician Service Award

This recognizes the employee who

This award recognizes the physician who consistently

received the most written commen-

demonstrates exceptional customer service characteristics.
IAN GERTNER, M.D., medical director of

dations from patients for services
provided.

ANN BROWN, R.N. in

NICU,forms
many family

ambulatory surgery, who has

relationships

worked at LVH since 1985,

that extend

received eight commenda-

beyond hospi-

tions in a year for going "above

talization, said

and beyond the call of duty."

Sharon Smetzer,
director of

Most Improved Patient Satisfaction

patient care on

This recognizes the department that had the

NICU.

most improved patient satisfaction ratings.

"It's not unusual to see him quietly cradle and

SC, which cares for mostly orthopedic patients,

soothe an infant in his arms," she said. "He has

was recognized for improving its Press Ganey score

supported families through the tragic loss of their

by 5. 9 points. This unusually large improvement is a

infants, attended memorial services and annual

credit to the staff and their embracing the PCC

Parent Support Group holiday reunions. He

work redesign. •

has even been lmown to assist families
with finding adequate housing and has
provided home care

PETER HUBER has been a
pharmacist at CC&I-78 since
1995 and is lmown for his
friendliness and willingness to
help anyone, said pharmacy
director Fred]. Pane.
"Pete actively participates
in rounds in the MICU/SICU, continuously aspiring to improve patient care and operations," Pane said. "He stays late on his shift if he

by Pamela Maurer
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, R.N.,
OCTOBER

needs to get the work done or obtain information for
a physician or nurse."

H you know somebody who is worthy of
a monthly SERVICE STAR AWARD, nominate
him or her. You must fill out a fonn, which you
will find with the nomination criteria, on e-mail
under the Reward Fonns bulletin board.

l:ileen C3ribben. t:?.N.

recognizes employees who demonstrate
exceptional customer service.
Gribben has been a star performer in
the vascular lab for many years, said
nominator Judith A Hutchison, R.N. She
makes patients feel comfortable, whether
they are outpatients or overnight patients.
"As we meet outpatients coming in for
testing, she greets them with a pleasant
hello and introduces herself," Hutchison
said. "If the client has a family member or

someone else with them, she explains to them the
approximate rime the testing will take."
Gribben is also understanding of patients who
have been hospitalized for many days and have
suffered years of complications, Hutchison said.
"She will, in her quiet sensitive manner, talk to the
client and listen without interrupting," she said.
And Gribben is just as passionate about working
well with her colleagues, Hutchison said. "She is
always willing to help her peers," she said. •
If you know somebody who is worthy of a monthly
Service Star Award, nominate him or her. You must
fill out a form, which you can find with the criteria
on e-mail under the Reward Forms bulletin board.

CheckUpthis month

LAB BitASS-UP SAME FAMILY TitEE?
Kemp and Beckwith are each related to a different
IT'S ONE STRANGE COINCIDENCE.
FOR 10 YEARS, HEALTH NETWORK LABS
son of Matthew Beckwith, and Boley is related to one
VICE PRESIDENT DAVE BECKWITH, LAB
of his grandsons. Kemp and Beckwith are direct
descendants of the Beckwith family, whereas Boley's
manager Sharon Boley and pathology production
distant aunt married Matthew's grandson.
manager Kim Kemp worked closely together and just
never realized they had another connection.
"I think the bizarreness is that none of us are from
this area," Boley said. "I came from Minnesota, Kim's
Boley didn't think much of it that Beckwith's ancesfamily has been in the Lehigh Valley for just one gentors were English like hers. Beckwith barely noticed
that he resembled Boley's brother when they met, and
eration and Dave came from upstate New York."
Kemp had forgotten that ~~~~no~~~~77~~~~~~~7r~~ Thethreecanttik
"Beckwith" was the last
about their family
history for hours. They
name of her distant relago on about relatives
tives.
The three had no idea
named Marmaduke
they were great, great,
and Hercules. They
discuss techniques for
great, great, great, great
finding out more inforcousins until about two
months ago.
mation. They tUk
At that time, during a
about the similarities
lunch break, Boley and
between each other.
Beckwith were discussing
(From left) Kim Kemp, Dave Beckwith and Sharon Boley"When I think of
350 years ago they had a common ancestor!
my family-the face
Princess Diana, which led
to a conversation about
England.
"I said, 'My family's from England,' and she said,
'My family's from England' and I said, 'My family
settled in Connecticut,' and she said, 'Mine settled in
Connecticut too,' " Beckwith said.
By chance, each have relatives who traced their
genealogy. The two decided to compare.
So, days later as Beckwith stood nearby the fax
machine, waiting for Boley's family tree, he told Kemp
about the coincidence. He was telling her about his
distant grandfather, Matthew Beckwith who at 2 5
years old immigrated to Old Saybrook, Conn., from
England in 1635. The story became strangely familiar
to Kemp when Beckwith told her that Matthew fell
off a cliff to his death at 80 years old.
"I said, 'I think I'm related to a Beckwith who fell
from a cliff,'" Kemp remembers. "I thought, 'This
can't be. This is too weird.' "
Kemp immediately called her aunt who happened
to trace her family's tree.
"Lo and behold, 350 years ago the three of us had a
common ancestor," Beckwith said.

structure and the skin
tone-and I look at your brother, I can easily see him
as part of the family," Beckwith says to Boley.
"I think it's interesting we all ended up in the
medical profession and are all goal-oriented and rose
to the management level," Boley says. "I suppose
certain characteristics like that could be in our genes.''
However, none of them really want to admit that
Oscar R Beckwith, the cannibal, could be in their
genes. In 1888, Oscar was panning for gold with a
friend, killed him and got caught trying to eat him,
according to genealogy and newspaper accounts.
"That's only on Kim's side. Let's make that very
clear," Beckwith says with a laugh.
"No it's not!" she says as Beckwith and Boley giggle.
"Ok, fine, one of my great, great, great, great, great
uncles tried to eat a friend's liver," she says. "If you
can't accept the bad things, you shouldn't be looking at
your genealogy because every family has them.''
''Not mine," Beckwith quips. "All my family are
men of the cloth."
As Richard Dawson would say: Let the feud begin!

Midwives Celebrate
Their First Year
&lOOth Birth
MIDWIVES LAURICE DUNNJNG, LISA
LEDERER, LISA FRAINE AND ROXANN
MITCHELL HAVE DOZENS OF PHOTOS,
all of babies they've delivered and their families.
They lmow all the mothers by name, and they lmow
what's going on in their lives- where they work,
what bothers them, what they enjoy.
"We take midwifery very personally," Dunning
said. "It's almost a religion. It's hard to explain to
other people, but our clients feel our enthusiasm."
With devotion like that it's easy to understand
how they've delivered so many babies in their first
year of practice at Lehigh Valley Hospital. Their
anniversary was Oct. 14 and just five days later, they
delivered their 1OOth birth.
"Most practices average 50 births in their first
year," Fraine said. "So we were really excited."
Midwives are registered nurses with post-graduate
education in midwifery. At LVH, the midwives,
who also provide general gynecological care, have a
6 percent overall Cesarean rate and an 80 percent
vaginal birth after Cesarean success rate.
"Instead of looking at birth as a medical event, we
treat it as a natural life event," Fraine said. "We let
our clients lmow that they should not fear labor."
At prenatal appointments, a woman receives
typical medical care and also alternative care such as
massage, herbal remedies and a chance to talk about
what's going on in her life. During labor, the midwives encourage the mother to shift positions, relax
in the Jacuzzi or get cozy in the Birth Suite.
Even years after the births, the midwives stay close
with the families. In September, the midwives held a
picnic at the hospital for their clients.
''Women brought their babies and shared their
stories with each other and moms-to-be," Dunning
said. "It was a very beautiful experience.'' •

by Pamela Maurer

by Pamela Maurer

LVHN's JVeb Site Scores Gold!
Lehigh Valley Health Network's newly created
web site/home page has been selected as the
recipient ofthe 1997 Gold Healthcare Advertising
Award. A total of 40 health care organizations entered
the web site category ofthe 14th Annual Healthcare
Advertising Competition in which Lehigh Valley
Hospital was recognized as the first place winner in
the category of 500 beds or more.
Healthcare Marketing Report judged each web site
on the basis of its "visual impact," which consists of
the copy, text and layout of the site.
The following is a listing of other winners that were
in the web site/home page category of hospitals 500
beds or more:
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GOLD
Lehigh Valley Health Network, PA
http://www.lvhhn.org
SILVER
Bayfront Medical Center, FL
http://www.bayfront.org
BRONZE
Saint Francis Hospital, OK
http://www.saintfrancis.com
MERIT
Froedtert Memorial Lutheran Hospital, WI
http://www.froedtert.com
Presbyterian Healthcare System, NC
http://www.presbyterian.org
University of Maryland Medical Center, MD
http://www.umm.ed
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LAB
RE-CERTIFI
FOR EEGs
The neurophysiology laboratory recently received
a five-year re-accreditation to conduct electroencephalography studies (EEGs), from the EEG Laboratory
Accreditation Board ofthe American Clinical Neurophysiology Society. LVH's EEG lab is one of only
70 faci lities in the country having this certification.
Over 2,500 EEGs are performed annually at LVH,
90 percent of which are done to diagnose seizures,
according to Margaret Jessup, technica l director of the
neurophysiology lab. Alex Rae-Grant, M.D., neurologist,
is the lab's medical director.

•

Food Services
Making Space for the

uHappy Holioays"
with Poinsettias

might have just what you're looking for.

Want to brighten up your office or

n •....,,.....~···- this holiday season? Do it with

The house at 3415 Fish Hatchery Road is a
two-story Cape Cod in a country setting, just two

poinsettias, those vivid blooms that add

minutes from the Cedar Crest campus. It has two bed-

color to any setting. They make great gifts!
Both auxiliaries will sell poinsettias in the

Many people asked for it, and now they're getting

rooms, 1.5 baths, kitchen, dining room, living room and

it- a grill at the 17th & Chew cafeteria.

hospital in early December, just in time for

a small second floor room that could be used as a
computer room/ nursery. It has oil heat and a fireplace.

During this week, food services is installing the grill,

holiday decorating.
The Allentown Auxiliary of LVH will hold its

next week, said Paul Fite, director of food services.

annual Holiday Poinsettia Sale, Dec. 5, 9 a.m.-5 p.m.,
in the lobby at 17th & Chew. Choose from 10-, fiveand four-bloom plants ranging from $4.99 to $13.99.
The LVH Auxiliary's Holiday Happenings

The rent is $650/month plus utilities.

called the Jupiter Grille, and plans to open it by early

The house at 337 N. West Street(right behind t he

"It will be just like the service at Cedar Crest," Fite

17th Street campus) has 4 bedrooms, 1.5 baths,

said. ''We'll have a special everyday. People will be able

kitchen, dining room, washer/dryer, gas heat and wall-

to order hamburgers, cheese steaks, grilled cheese

to-wall carpeting throughout. The rent is $575/month
plus utilities.

sandwiches, reubens. We've surveyed our customers

Poinsettia & Bake Sale takes place Dec. 4-5, 7 a.m.-

and this is something they've wanted for a few years."

5 p.m. in the Anderson Wmg lobby. The auxiliary is
also selling raffle tickets outside the Cedar Crest
cafeteria daily, 11 a.m.-1 :30 p.m. Buy six for $5 or one
for $1. Prize drawings will take place Dec. 5, 4 p.m.

The house at 339 N. West Street (a lso right

The cafeteria is open during renovations, Fite said.

behind the 17th Street campus) has 5 bedrooms,1 bath,

''We're just modifying the services," he said. ''We

kitchen, dining room, washer/dryer and oil heat. The
rent is $550/month plus utilities.

will probably have to move the hot food for a few days."

Prizes include $300, a hand-made afghan, party
baskets, gift certificates for flowers, food and other
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ANNIVERSARIES

Congratulations to the following employees on their November 1997 service anniversaries! Thank you for your continuing service to Lehigh Valley Health Network.

Thirty-Five Years of Service

Twenty Years of Service

Ruth A. Newhard
Endoscopy-GI

Shirley J. Hahn
4C Medical/Surgical Unit
Caroline Frisby
Ambulatory Surgery UnitStaging
Patricia L. Behler
Hemodialysis Trtatnmzt

Thirty Years of Service
Betty J. Tonelis
Supply Distribution Servius
Kathleen Adams
Emergmcy Services
Loretta C. Sargent
Nurre Staffing Office

Twenty-Five Years of Service
Vivian M. Kober
Radiology-Diagnostic
· Carol M. Mutchler
Human Resources Administration

Jane Dilliard
Cmtral Nervous Unit

Fifteen Years of Service
Wendy J. Everett
CAT Scanning
Helen I. Trexler
Cancer Program
Sally M. Sherman
Home Care-Skilled Nursing

Carolyn M. Miller
Home Cart-Skilled Nursing
Jeanette A. Mertz-Brown
1A M&S Nephrology Unit
Patty A. Deutsch
Operating Room

Ten Years of Service
Ruth L. Yablonski
5C Meditai!Surgital Unit
Robin L. Zwolenik
5C Medical/Surgical Unit
Mary Angela Miller
Trtmritional Opm Heart Unit
Millicent J. Schaffer
Informatirm Services Operations
Candace A. Fritch
Post Anesthesia Care Unit

Teresa A. Herber
lAb-Immunology
Joely A. Lagler
Operating Room
Mark Niemkeiwicz
Courier Services
Zelda B. Greene
Medical Records
Audrey A. Sutton
Admitting Office
Joann Gruber
Rlldiatirm Oncology
Catherine M. Ehrig
Ambulatory Surgery Unit-Staging
Vicki Klotz
Admitting Office
Ursula R. Szabo
l.Ab-Ciimt & Ancillary Services

Kelly A. Buss
lAb-Immunology
JulieS. Moran
Pediatric Unit
Maryrose Dorward
6S Adult Psychiatry U71it

Five Years of Servi ce
Diane L. Kraus
Hrmtt Care-Occupational Therapy
Nancy L. Gillette
Heart Statirm
Troy D. Swartz
Supplier Services
Helen M. Cherewaty
GICU
Michelle A. Klotz
Gmeral Mtdicine

Thomas W. Lane
The Guidance Program
Susan Rowe
Hospice-Skilled Nursing
Patricia A. Holden
Hospice-Home Health Aide
Deborah A. Rogiewicz
Hospice-Home Health Aide
Angelic M. Martinez
Trtmritional Tratmza Unit
Sean P. Stevenson
Security

If you have news or a story idea for CheckUp This Month, send your suggestion by the 20th of the month for publication in the following month to Rob Stevens, editor, public affairs,
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